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PREFACE: BOOK I

Because of the potential benefits of providing individual Citi-
zen Advocates for mentally retarded children, and due to the in-
creased national interest in such programs, the National Associa-
tion for Retarded Citizens applied for and received a federal grant
for a nati II- ich-bcgan in Aug-us-4

of 1122_ Funding agencies were the-Bgez-ou f:fducatiori-for-the
- 1 tantlit.ap.

Rehabilitation Services Administration of the U. S. Department of
I ,C11.1,../11

As a demonstration project, the staff developed a prototype for
establishing Citizen Advocacy programs using the concept origin-
ally evolved by Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger, expanding and slanting
it for utilization by ARCs wishing to implement such programs.
However, it is hoped that groups representing other development-
ally disabled persons will also be able to benefit from this model.

The primary objectives for NARC's four-year Project were: 1)°

to develop printed and audio-visual materials which would in-
crease public awareness of and interest in Citizen Advocacy; 2)
to gain commitments to establish Citizen Advocacy programs for
mentally retarded persons across the nation; 3) to evolve stand-
ardized training materials so that local and state advocacy offices
could be set up by ARCs, advocates could be recruited and trained,
potential proteges could be identified, and these two groups could
be Matched on a one-to-one basis. 4) to provide direct consulta-
tion to ARCs interested in establishing model programs; and 5) to
set up a demonstration Citizen Advocacy program in each of
NARC's six regions in order to study and document the effective-
ness of the model as presented in the materials.

The Project Staff developed a training package consisting of a
1.41/2-minute cOlor--sound 16mm film on Citizen Advocacy, a 20-
minute slide presentation on,advocate roles, a brochure, a work-
shop training, manual, an advoe4e training resource book, and

this series of/four books which provide a comprehensive overview
of the conceptual Aid programmatic aspects of Citizen Advocacy.
The titles of the books and intended audiences are listed below:

Citizen Advocacy for Mentally Retarded Children:
An introduction an introduction to the concept
for a general readership.

r B(1.1:1....10.-- Implementation of Citizen, Advocacy Through
\ State and Local ARCs guidelines for implemen-

tation and operation by ARC staff members, advO.-

c,acy coordinators, and others intersted in start-
ing programs.

5
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Book' III Effective Advocacy a learning tool for the ad-
vocate himself.

Book IV YOUth as a C?tizen Advocate for teenagers
interested in becoming Youth Advocates.

Tho'se interested in the concept and in volunteering as advocates:CaS54444-141-4643-eFF:if--
set Te-enage4s-s-hOuld read-Book IV. (They may also--wis-hlo-read

-15-66k-c-i-and-1111-1-6T-Thriihnrn-ii6FundPrstanding of Citizen
Advocacy, the interested persons shoull read all four books.

41 1 - I :

These uo s were developed throu a series Of steps including
research, on-site visits to Citizen Adicacy programs; and review
by consumers, key NARC volunteers and staff, the Project's Na-
tional Advisory Corhmittee, and persons actually involved in Citi-
zen Advocacy at,the timeThf the writing. Modifications and re-'
visions in these books will be made available to the public as new
information is compiled.

it is hoped that Books I-IV will provide the' reader with all the
knowledge needed -to become a part of the advocacy effort. For
arther information regarding other available materials, contact:

National Association for Retarded Citizens
P. 0: Box 6109

2709 Avenue "E" Eait
. Arlington, Texas 76011
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CITIZEN ADVOCACY FOR MENIALLY RETARDED
CHILDREN: AN INTRODUCTION

Think back td your childhood and remember those special peo-

ple the-ones who helped you over the rough spots and shared

important 'events which wouldn't have been as significant if they

hadn't been shared.
This person may have been suirmuile your own agc who under-

stood how' you felt anal helped you realize that you were really .

e of er peop e a
ran tntq trouNp- Or, he or_she could have been an older person

outside y-our-fari-n-N'riiefe;-vatigh-v--yoti=tor-ufh
cient and madeyou feel like an important individual.

As you grew older, .many of these special people probably

touctied your life. They may have been best friends, professors

or coaches, that certain Sunday. School teacher,' a specific neigh-

bor. They were thet.ones who helped you with the more serious

things in lifesuch as knowing how to act in public,-getting a
driver's license, holding your first job, and making' plans for the

future. Even when you were al9ne, they seemed to be with you,

giving you a feeling of support and confidence.

Some children, however, grow up essentially by themselves..

,Suppose instead of _haying been a typical child with a family and

friends to back you Lip, you had been a mentally retarded child in

an institution Where each day's activities are pretty much the same

as the next, fa: nd where you" were fo'rced to share the attention of

a few persons with forty other children. 'dour life would have been

arranged entirely with the group in mind, and it would have

seemed easy io feel that nobody really cared. It's just one short

step from feeling that way to not caring about yourself as well.

Suppose. that you had never received a phone call or a letter

from a friend. Suppose, even if you had, no one had ever shown

you hoW to write a return" letter and Mail it or how to place a

call by yourself. Suppose ydu had never been to a movie in town
with a friend, never been on a public bus, never had the opportu-

nity to hold a job, 'never known that if you fell into trouble, there

Was someone around who would pick you up and dust you off.

How would you have felt then?

- If you are able to .coritrast feelings of security and belonging

with those other emotions loneliness, frdstration, \ boredom,

fear, and isolation, you afr'eady have a pretty good idea of what

Citizen Advocacy is airabout . . it's .about providing a More

normalized life for all Mentally retarded people through personal-

ized relationships.

. . e e



A DEFINITION ,OF CITIZEN ADVOCACY

B deffbitio fly- retarded
(persons is basically a one-to-one relationship between
a capable volunteer ("advocate") and a .mentally re-
tarded per4on ( "protege ") in which the advocate de-
fends the rights and interests of the protege and provides

ractical oe-emotional reinfougpient4ara_itmalainatio
of bot for him. AlLaLthis_ocaus-within-the-framewerk
ofa-structured-advo-cay

This 4fi-RitiDit-ribe broken 4blicrrr---part.--4y- part-lnTorder-io-
firriberd-a-rifY-4-in-eaning. one-to-one relationship" is simply
explained. It means that two people relate to eaFh other on a
continuing, personal basis. It is not a dependency relationship,
but father a mutually beneficial one.

A "capable volunteer" is a person who is well-adjusted, estab-
lished in the community, and able to form successful relationships
with other people, and he has empathy, patience, and commit-
ment to his protege. He is not a "do-gooder" who seeks to boost
his own ego; His goal is to help his protege widen his horizons
and become as self-sufficient as possible.

The "retarded person or protege" is one who develops con-sistently at a below average rate and experiences unusual difficulty
in learning, social adjustment, and econo is productivity. These
people are more like you than they are diffe ent from you, and they
have "a great deal to offer tq advocates wh will take the time to
gerto know thefn..Just like the rest of us, mentally retarded per-
sons are limited in some areas of progr4s, -but they are each
unique, developing individuals.

An advocate "defends the, rights and interests of the protegg"by being a spokesman for him when he cannot speak for him-
self, intervening in his behalf, making sure that his retarded friend
is receiving all the benefits and services to which he is entitled,
and helping discover avenues for his protege's self-expression.
The advocate is involved to the extent that he feels his own 'rights
as a human being are being infringed upon if the rights of his
protege are being denied or abridged. This representation can take
the form-of running interference for a protege who may be getting
into a legal or'financial situation that is beyond his coping abilities,
or it could also mean making sure the protege is represented in
court if a serious threat to his rights exists.

The advocate may -provide practical guidance for his protege
by giving him knowledge of the rudiments of daily living. This
help may range from learning to tie shoelaces taplanning a budget,
from mailing a letter to landing a job, from shopping to making
Matrimonial decisions. You may also hear this kind of back-up.
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,-rtferred to as "instrumental" help and it is geared toward increas-

ing the independericepf the .protege.
The advocate may also offer emotional reinforcement to the

protege. For example, he_nw.provide attentionOnd affection for

a mentally retarded *lion` may or may not have a family

and friends of his own. This aspect of advocacy means..caririg about
the protege, and letting him know you care. All of these things
are aspects ol friendship/ and are ways of meeting "expressive
needs". ; . .

The "framework of a structured advocacy systeni" refers to
/Citizen Advocacy Offices which are developed to offer training,
guidance, and support to advocate. These offices are estab-
lished on state and local levels to locate retarded. children need-
ing help, and to find potential advocates, ayid then to.sCreen and
Match these two groups on an individual/basis., Special kinds of
back-up are offered to enable the pdvoc4te to ulfill his role in
the best possible way while still protecting him from legal, fiparf-

or emotional liabilities.
The local office is ideally 1-iacled by a full-time c. ator who

orients, reinforCesird supervises the advocate. Su! tision is kept
to a minimum so thalthe advocate is allovvd the edom to use
his own resources an Aleas in serving his protege, but the advo-
cate is not expected t "e a "junior caseworke and handle every

. '

\?
/
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situation by himself. He is given supervision in the sense that his
work is monitored, and, through the office, he hay contacts with
specific persons v(ho can offer help.' He does not receive mone-
tary compensation for his services, therefore he operates free of
conflicts of interest, and he is different from the traditional volun-
teer in that he is a volunteer to a specific person, not to a program
or service agency.

The Citizen Advocate will find that hp has rhocen
----fying-and-fuifil ling role for hirrrseffFte-knovvc that-he- is providing

a service imolving personal, concern that is not currently afforded
-1w An

more to doing something alopt the human problems he sees,
-around him than just giving to charities or paying taxes. And; he
experiences the human rewards of a personal relationship with
the protege.

Advocacy is a direct personal involVement in the life of another
human being, whether it Eneans offering practical advite, emo-
tional support, or both. Through the Citizen Advocate program,
a volunteer can learn something about the field of mental retarda-
tion, and, since various socio-economic and ethnic groups may be
involved, he will have a chance to see clearly into th4ves of peo-
ple whose culture may be very different from his own.

For those who are considering careers in the fiel of mental re-
tardation or other related areas, or who are alread in training for
such occupations, advocagy offers an opportunity to test their in-
terests and capabilities, and for those who are c rrently. involved
in careers outside this realm, the program offers an outlet for the
expression of concern .about ensuring dignity d fulfillment for
handicapped individuals.

TRADITIONAL FORMS OF
ADVOCACY AND A NEW APPROA H

The idea of advocacy is by no means a n w concept. Through-
out history,-men have appointed other menu ad as their spokes-
men Lawyers are frequently indicated as exa'mples of advocacy be-
cause they voice another's cause.

Some methods of advocacy have been ore effective than oth-
ers Those who are knowledgeable about the subject have studied
systems conceived in the,, past for, protection and representation
of the general populace a'nd are aware that all methods shire both
strengths and weaknesses. A model for Citizen AdvocaCy was de-
veloped by Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger (1969) in an effort to mini-
.rrliZQ problems found in lamtective stice Systems and to help
establish a more effective means of safeguarding the privileges

10 and interests of handicapped or disadliantaged persons.

. 11



Parents as Advocates
Parents are a good example of one type of adVocacy at wecirk.

From the infant's birth, they are responsible for meeting his needs
and securing his rights. Parents are expected to take-care of 'both
the physical and emotional sides of their children's development,
and it is the mother and father who have a, major role in socializing
the child into the environment and eulture. As, the- thi.44 grow-s-up-,-

--the practical_aspects of prtovicling fpr him lessen, but the emotional

caring parents, society has devised other acrvocacy substitutes for'
trim -p patm.t.

are examples.

The case on he retarded' child may be somewhat.different. In

adulthodd, he may still ''require a higher level of both emotional
sup Ay and plache-al- help.\ThiSi does not, however, indicate that
he remains child-like, it only means that some of his developmen-
tal needs are greater for a longer period of time (perhaps even after
his parents' death), than those of a non-retarded adult.

ARCs as Advocates
One of the most/vital examploi, of advocacy. in action today is

found in the state and local Associations' fpr Retarded Citizens
which are banded together as the National Association for Retard-
ed Citizens. NARC (formerly the National Association, for Retarded
Children) was founded in 1950 by 42 parents representing 23 local
chapters, and since that time its state, local, regional and national
components have been filling advocacy roles for mentally retarded
children This is the only voluntary organization devoted solely to
promoting the welfare of retarded persons, and.its wide-spread
network of locations with a membership'of 245,000 adults in 1,500
state and local chapters (along with 20,000 Youth NARC mem-
bers in over 500 units of their own) makes NARCa natural

'

sm for impleenting the Citizen Advocacy concept for mental-
retarded children.

With their commitment to retarded children and adults and their
independence from public service agencies, local ARC units are
in a prime positron to be 1061 points "for grassroots Citizen Advo-
cacy "Programs, and state ARC's are in an advantageous situation
to coordinate and support these activities on a state-wide basis,

Reports from 540 ARCs ("NARC Membership Characteristicsand
Growth," Vol. 1,, #2, Jan. 1, 1971) indicate that aboilt 60 percent of
the membership consists of parents or relatives of retarded per-.
sons, while 15 percent are professionals working in this field, and
25 percent are other interested members. of the community. Citi-
zen Advocacy Programs are an excellent opportunity for ARCs to

:12
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attract add:trot-Sal membership, increasing the percentage belonging
to the latter group, and introducing "new blood- into the ranks.

In the early, history of the ARCs, parents themselves collectively
provided the necessary services for their children, but as time
passed, they began to develop the belief that, as an influential
group, they could band together and demand that their children
be supplied with the same services granted other.chldren by gov-
ernmental and educational systems. They have' been successful in
getting legislation passed to provide for a wide array Of services
for their children in a community sewn. The Citizen Advocacy
Program now:Offers them the opportunity to gain additional sup-
port for these efforts.

The Ombudsman System

Orie historical example of advocacy which is still in operation
today is the Ombudsman System. This social and legal activity be-,
gan over 160 years ago in Sweden. The traditional Ombudsman
role is to investiga complaints from citizens who feel they have
been dealt with unjustly by government departments, and to seek
redress for the plaintiff. Ombudsmen are instruments of legislative
bodies, but are outside of the Admim5trative structure. They have
access tb official papers bearing on their cases, but they can only
recommend a change in the 'matter involved they cannot en-
force, or overrule a decision made by their governmental counter-.
parts, The Ombudsman is an impartial and objective investigator
who benefits both the people and the governmental bodies. He is
looked upon as the conscience of the State because he reminds
people in government offices that they are there to serve those

. who elected them, -
Most people who, have grievances find it difficult to go through .

the maze of procedures required under law to initiate change, .

they don't know where to start, how_ to bear the expense, or how
to ensure quick action. This 19 wyiere the Ombudsman fkts in. He
can give more rapid attention te( the problem and knows how to
go through channels to obtain the desired goal, and he can recog-
nize patterns of complaints that call attention.to a larger condition
that may need investigating. The Ombudsman therefore' helps to
keep the balance between the ever-widening boundaries of goy;
ernment administration and the citizen's rights. States who have
benefited from the Ombudsman Systems are Hawaii,- Oregon,.
Iowa, Nebraska, and South Carolina. - .

There are many advantages of the Ombudsman system; how-
ever, the disadvantages are just as immediately obvious. To begin
with; this system works best in locations where it is needed least.
For example, only where the general public and A-administrators

12 are already committed to promoting fairness 'in public dealings

1
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. t
can the Ombudsman receive the support necessary for him to
carry outhis duties most effectively.

And, since such a heavy workload falls sqbarely 'upon the shoul-

ders of one man ivizio must direct and carry out the work (with or

without an assisting staff), personal service is virtually impossible.

According to Iowa's Ombudsman, Lawrence Carstensen (Channels,

1972), "Goifemment is so big, it's impossible to be expert enough

in every field." There just isn't enough time in the day to handle

all the complaints; . ,

Only a very small percentage of the cases handled by Ombuds-,

men involve mentally ietarded.people. In Sweden, for example, a

country that is noted for its Ombudsman system and its'coricem

for retarded persons, out of the 3,531 new eases handled by the

Ombudsman's office in 1971, only three involved mentally retard-

ed persons (Graf, 102). The necessity of citizens'knowing their

rights and independently contacting the Ombudsman themselves

may account for the unusually small portion of mentally retarded

persons b'eing served by-an Ombudsman office.

In addition, since the Ombudsman is paid by the government,
there is always the possibility that' conflicts of interest may arise

when the citizen challenges the State through him.-The Citizen-;

Advocate, on the other hand, is a free agent, and as a private citi-

zen matched to a mentally retarded person on a one-to-orre basis,

he can devote more time and energy to his protege.

INSTITUTIONAL AND AGENCY SYSTEMS

Some of the oldest methods of endeavoring to protect the in-

terests and well-being of retarded children and adults in this coun-

try are its residential facilities for the mentally retarded, physically

handicapped, or orphaned, and municipal or county agencies such

as child welfare and child development'clinics. Some of the same

problems of individualizing service encountered in the Ombuds-

r man system. also hinder institutional and agency systems in their

advocacy roles.

Instittitionai Problems
Institutions for the mentally retarded have existed in this country

'since the 1850's. The first si.ich residential facilities were designed

to provide habilitation of residents in order to return them to the

community. Residents did not leave' their communities for such

'training since facilities were integrated with cities served.

Within a few years after the cons*ction of Am ica' f insti-

tutions, an intense concern for-the "protection of soci merged

and residential facilities were very soon. located farther and farther

away from the general populace, while.institutional populations

ti

,
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simultaneously became larger and larger. Social attitudes gradual-
ly evolved so negatively that adequate funding was not. provided
for the operation of residential centers, and they thus became de-
humanizing warehouses in which residents were utilized as cap-
tive work forces to operate dairies, tend stock, or raise vegetable
gardens.

Most institutions of today no longer utilize these kinds, of self-
support, but some peonage still txits along with other conditions
such as large Populations, isolation from communitiesiovercrowd-
ing, lack of training and education, inadequate operating funds,
etc In fact, many of the problems inherent in the structure and de-
sign of facilities at the turn of the century can be easily detected
in some institutions currently being built.

A report highlighting some major problems in residential fa-
cilities was compiled and published by David Rosen and Marvin
Bruno (1971!. The research was supported by the President's Com-
mittee on Mental Retardation and sponsored by the National As-
sociation of Superintendents of Public Residential Facilities.

The study reflected a survey of approximately 68 percent of the
public residential facilities in this country: It revealed thatmost
residential_facilities were too large, and that their programs tended
to be impersonal and group oriented. The average residential facil-
ity had a capacity for 1,000 residents, and in addition to being
overcrowded, a minimum of privacy was indicated. Sixty-eight pe
cent of the residents lived in structures which had 21-75 bed,...er
room Such a situation goes beyond privacy; a very abnor al liv-
ing setting and life style naturally follow. To add to this, m insti-
tutions function with inadequate numbers of staff, an. many of
these are undertrained.

The practices within many residential facilities are abnormal and
dehumanizing Daily_ routines getti9ig up in the morning, dress-
ing, eating, bathing, going to bed are too often group oriented,

= iegimented, and impersonal in order to serve the needs of the
i't4ff, rather than those of the residents. Unusual discipline or con-
trol techniques are also frequently found. The study indicated that
eighty-one percent of the institutions surveyed used mechanical
restraints like restraining jackets, or arm and wrist bands.

Many of the problems within residential facilities are also related
to denial or abridgment of basic rights of residents as citizens. The
study indicated eighty-one pewent of the surveyed facilities di
not pay minimum wage to resident workers, eighty-six pert ad
no registered voters, and eighty -one percent did not afford e op-
portunity fbr residents to make private telephone calls.

It is encouraging to note, however, that many public residential
facilities ,ire seeking to improve services and to involve consumer
representatives and volunteers more meaningfully in planning, im-I4 pletnenting and monitoring of services. Parents and guardians have



traditionally been inv.olved on the fringes in The sense that they

have articipated in volunteer-type programs, fund raising, and

public re a . However, trends have indicated that the roles of

parents, guardians, and volunteers can be expanded to include
more effective participation in decision .and policy 'making, lobby-

ing for, adequate budgets, and actually taking part in the delivery
and evaluation of services to residents.

Positive change in residential facilities is greatly dependent upon

active consumer representation. In the past, ale staff of facilities
Has practiced self-evaluation regarding the rights and dignity of
residents, and this method has not been adequate'bi effective. /
Someone with an 'objective. viewpoint must represent reside

when their rights and dighity are violated or diminished.
this person should -be the parent or guardian, but th
been encouraged to monitor services'and progra
cases, they have

of
been critical because the

thepossibllity of reprisal in terms of dimi
children. Although there is tenerally litt
dential placement has been. their o
there has been no strong desire to '

Advocates-can -assist parent
portant and effective role
residents, as well as activ
facilities. The advocat
the situation of the
Of course, advo
not have re; ar

ally,
ave not

and, in many
elt threatened by

ed services for their
asis for such fears, resi-

option, and until recently
ake waves."

and guardians by playing an im-
afeguarding the rights and dignity of

y seeking positive change in residential
ay be in a position to realistically evaluate

esident and represent his rights and interests.

tes are particularly needed for residents who do
contacts with a parent, guardian, or friend.

rote = ive ServiceiProblems .

rotective strategies, and agencies which provide these services,

ere also developed around the turn of the centuryto help remedy

abuseabandonment, and exploitation of handicapped individuals,
particularly children. As indicated earlier with regard to institu-
tions, handicapped persons, especially the mentally retarded, were
believed to be harmful to society, and so they were shunned and
segregated from their fellow human beings. As the'pen ©d of fright

ended, a number of well-intentioned plans were developed. These
strategies included such legal arrangements as guardiansh' foster

parenthood, adoptive parenthood, conservatorsh. trus

well as human service agencies responsib or arranging these re-
lationships and the laws and pra- ice hich govern therm

Many early protective service approa es involved public guard-

ianship where the court, the administ for of an institution, or a
human service agency exercised contr I over the retarded person;
This public guardianship sometimes' urned into public custody,
and the child would end up in a ins tution when he dian't neces-

sarily belo,ng there. It is often not the best interests of mentally
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retarded residents when the administrator of a facility acts as a
personal guardian. There are many instances when conflicts cap
arise between the rights of residents and the duties of the admin-
istrator, such as the necq.ssity of his reducing staff or eliminating
programs for reasons of economy or overcrowding.

The shortcomings of protective service agencies are evident.
Since it is often difficult to represent a client and serve him on a
highly personal basis at the same time, these social service-type
agencies mainly provide tangible help for their retarded clients..
They are usually Most concerned with activities like ensuring Social
Security benefits for a client or placing him in a foster home situa-.
tion They do not and cannot be expected to cope with the day-to-
day problems that can arise in the life of a retarded individual. For
example, they are not expected to be on hand to help a retarded
man learn the correct bus route that will take him to his job, and
they probably could not be called upon to drive a sick child and
his parents to the emergency room at the hospital in the middle of
the night.

Due to the large volume of cases handled by each staff member,
the rapid turnover ,of personnel, and the compartmentalization of
duties performed, al personal, on:going relationship is _unlikely.,to
develop between the child and the staff member. For example, aft-
er having been shuffled from one agency to another because his
case seems to.slip "between the cracks" or boundaries of services
offered by the various alternaties,.a child will finally be referred
to one specific agency. There he may be interviewed by one per-
son, diagnosed by another, and actually served by a third, making

:continuity of relationship or long-range planning virtually impos-
sible It is sadly true that "the client is usually the last consulted
concerning his own future.'" (President's Report, "White House
Conference on Children," 1970.)

Because many agencies have rigid bureaucratic structures, they
deal with' emergency situations in much the same manner as they
handle more routine matters. The client generally must follow a
"standard Orocedure' of contacting certain staff members,filling
out papers, and waiting for some action on the part of the agency.
Thus, when the needs of an individual arise outside regular office
hours or on week-ends and holidays, alternative sources of help
are needed if any aid at all is to be obtained.

A further dilemma arises when the interests of the retarded client
clash with those of the agency. It is human nature to protect one-
self; and if a professional is placed in a situation where his career
interests conflict with speaking out against his agency's practices
in order to best serve the client, he will find it difficult to be dis-
loyal to his employer. Thus, the interests of the client often take

'second place to those of the agency. Methods through which pro- ..
fessionals acting as private citizens can serve as highly effective

16 advocates will be discussed later in the book, but it is clearly seen
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here that a professional in the protective services, system cannot
simultaneously represent a client in the context of the agency
framework and still serve that same pdividual in a day-to-day ad-

vocacy relationship.
An additional problem area in the agency services system arises

in the self-evaluation phase of the work performed, Particularly in
the United States, agencies have been given the privilege of self-
review which is often not effective in the long run unless it occurs
in conjunction With an objective review process. In order to make
its own services "sound good," agencies may come up with "paper
programs" which are workable in theory, but not in practice. This
kind of reporting and self-review takes valuable time away from
agency personnel which could better be spent with the clients, and
it also misrepresents the actual services being provided.

In studying institutional and protective service one can
readily see how the Citizen Advocacy concept is of great lue and
how it does not duplicate services already offered, but provides
help over and above that which is afforded by existing approach-
es. -While these institutions and agencies can dispense a certain
amount of practical help to their clients, they cannot adequately
meet their emotional needs. The advocate, -on the other hand, is
in the position to spend time with his protege, get to know him
gradually, and fulfill his needs in the best ways he can find. The
advocate can be called upon in crisis situations to render immedi-
ate assistance, and he can act as a spokesman for his protege to
ensure that the child receives all the services and legal rights to
which he is entitled. Thus, the advocate does not cover ground
already tended by existing programs he provides a personal con-

cern and a consistent, unwavering support for his protege in order
to safeguard respect for the human dignity of all retarded persons.

THE CITIZEN ADVOCACY MODEL .,

- The core of the Citizen Advocacy idea is the individual advo-
cate-protege relationship. It is estirnted that three percent of the
population of the United States will at some time in their life func-
tion.in the mentally retarded range. Hence, more than six million
Americans will fall within this group. (Tarjan, gl al,,1973.) The ma-

jority of these persons could conceivably benefit from having ad-
vocates. .

Qualifications of Advocates
.Wha are the qualities that advocates, who will enter into close,

personal relationships with proteges, need, to possess? The advo-
cate is not just a mediator He actively represents someone who
may not b'e able to fight adequately for himself. He should be an
individual who is able to get along well with a variety of people

18°
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and who can serve as a m del for his protege. He should not be
planning a mine to anoth r city in the near future because this
would endanger the contmUity cif the relationship. His life style
should be, generally socially acceptable and he should have a true
belief. in advocacy. Sound like an angel? He's not. He is you and
your next-door neighbor, or any competent citizen volunteer who
is NA illrng to roll up his sleeves aryd work for a better understand-
ing of retarded people, clear his throat and speak out for their
rights, and open his mind and,heart in an effort to fill his protege's
needs He must have the pate nce and the empathy to share both
the frustration and the joy in ccomplishment of the mentally re-,
tarded persons He must accept his protege for who he is today
and who he can become tomo ow.

Groups of Retarded Persons\Needing Advocates

,Advocacy services should be designed to meet the needs of
three main groups of mentally r tarded persons:

tho,se residinr.; in institutio s bn a short or long-tefrn

thr,s leaCin2, the institution I sorting to live on an in-
derrylirli.nt or serni-indeptz s ent haws in the commu-
nit\ ,

H1ce of all a(2,E--, -and tunctlo levels who always
ros,ded in the «)rnr-numb;

Thweeds of these individuals may 1, ry considerably, depending
on the appropriateness and adequacy of education and training
and the degree to which they Lave m intained contact with the
mainstream of society.

Institutional Residents

Most, if not all, of the 200,000 mental retarded residents of
public institutions in the United States coul benefit from advocacy
services As l% as pointed out in a report me honed earlier (Rosen
and Bruno, 19711, sixty-one percent of the esidents in a sample
of public institutions were regarded as needin, long-term services.
Most institutions included profoundly retarde I residents in these
statistics Traditionally, these residents will re ain indoors with
few activities, receive little individual attention, nd have restricted
or inappropriate progra-Mming.

Since a custodial care approach is still prevalent in institutions,
activities are frequAntly focused mainly on providing food, cloth-
ing and shelter and there is little time left over for individual-
ized affection or attention. It is also unfortunate that many person.:

18 nel who wprk with residents are so involved in group-oriented rou-t.
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tines that they do not interact with them on a personal basis when
time permit. This may be a resul of attitudes held toward resi-
dents (i.e., "they only need physic 4l care" or "they are incapable
of learning self-help"), or the way n Which personnel are trained.
But the major pdrtion of any wor4 day for direct care staff is, in
many cases, devoted entirely to cjressiig, bathing, feeding, and
diapering residentsin a highly im ersonal and mechanical man-
ner, regardless of the resident's a iley or pdtential ability to do
these things for himself. ;

Custodial care (ipprotches 401 Narehousing cannot result in
adequate education or treatment. U der such conditions ''those in
instQutions are forced to live dependent, non-productive lives,

while costing hundreds of thousands of dollars per resident for a
lifetime of futile existence, boredom, and loneliness.

In addition to increasing personal attention in the life of an in:-
stitutionalized child through visifs,, calls, letters, and occasional

outings, the advocate can help safeguard the rights of these chil-
dren by. ensuring that their educati n and treatment are compar-
able to those offered in the comm nity; that discipline is appro-
priate and not harsh or unusual; t at residences are home-like ir
that privacy is afforded, personal p ssessions'are permitted, move-

, ment is not restricted by locked oors, and furniOlinss are like
those found in community reside ces, etc. Advocates can help to 19.

.
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ensure rights of residents in areas such as voting, marriage, voca-
tional training, and discharge from &facility.

Retarded Persons In The Community Adjustment Process

Residents leaving the institution and venturing for the first time
into community living may be at a great disadvantage, since life
in most institutions is-vastly different froM life in the community
and most residents are poorly prepared to deal with these differ-
ences Many residents who move to half-way houses, group homes,
or apartments may not know how to use public or private trans-
portation, shop in retail Stores, budget their moneycook, or use
community resources for leisiire-time activities, If no one takes the
time to help these people adapt to a new way of life, many may
fail in community adjustment, not because they lack potential, but
rather because there is a lack of basic assistance. A concerned ad-
vocate who offers counsel on an intermittent or continuing basis,
can present the retarded person from being sent back to the insti-
tution because he failed in his one chance to make it on his own.

Community Residents
-

Mentally retarded persons who have never resided in an institu-
tion ma require many of the same types of help needed by those

=-4'v
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returning to the community from the institution. It is anticipated
that the number of persons remaining in the community, will in-
crease rapidly because of governmental and parental pressures for
programs and services (including residences) to be located
While community living arrangements are more normal than iso-
lated institutions, the need for advocacy services is kill great due

to the psychological isolation experienced by many mentally re-
tarded people who remain with their families. There will be a con-

tinuing need to help these retarded individuate gain acceptance lay

the larger community..They will still need encouragement, or per-
haps supervision in many cases, in, starting and maintaining social
contacts and learning to properly use leisure time.

Also, someone will be required to ensure that needed services,
which are scarce in many communities, are provided, and that the
Tights ofmentally retarded citizens are not being denied. The re-
tarded person has 'a right to education, 'employment, and social.

acceptance just as other community residents do. Not everyone
can be expected to live independently irgthe community, but most
retarded-individuals are capable of,being semi -independent or in-

_dependent if adequate training and proper living facilities are pro-

vided.
Advocates are particularly needed in poverty areas since the in-

cidence of mental retardation is much higher there than in other
segments of society. Some of the causes "of this increased occur-
rence may be' related to Malnutrition, inadequate prenatal care,
high frequency of physical injury, and understimulation of intelli-
gence during the early years: Advocates who are matched to chil-

dren from these areas should be thoroughly familiar with the cul-
tures and environments of the children in order to best serve their
needs. Preferably, the culturql background of the adve'cate.should
be similar to that of the child.

ADVOCACY AND,,T1-4E DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL
. .

Advocates are also in a good position to adVance the Develop-

mental Model (Wolfensberger, 1969) which holds that all 'mentally
retarded persons are capable of growth, learning and development,
even though, just like everyone else, they also have individual lim:
its and rates of development. The three basic goals of the model

(Roos, Patterson, McCann, 1970) include:

1) increasing the mentally retarded persOn's control over the en-
vironment. This involves .giving the retarded person options

for choices regarding such matters as food, clothing, recrea-
tion and occupation, as well as the freedom to experience risk
and explore and interact with his, environment and the peo-

ple around him.

A increasing. the complexity of the mentally retarded person's 21.1`
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behavior. The advocate can-help the protcge develop more
complex behavior patterns which ,will itidease the retarded
person's ibility to cope with his envirovfmeRt. For example,
the protege could move from being fed frOm a prepared tray
to self-feeding in a family-style eating situation.

3) maximizing the human qualities of the mentally retarded per-
son. The advocate can lead the protege, one step at a, time,
toward a more normal life, maximizing his human qualities,.
those qualities which are,design'ated as culturally "normal" or

* "human". The advocate can help the protege develop social
skills and utilize his full potential by providing experiences he
might not otherwise have such as shopping, eating out in
restaurants, or attending church.

Through the Developmental Model,, the advocate can socialize
the protege into the community by helping him to understand the
laws that govern our daily lives, to learn consideraon for other
people and to respect their rights, and to call upon his own re-
sources to help him work oul difficult situations he may encounter.

Qne technique for reaching these goals is the Normalization
Pririciple, developed first in Sweden and Denmark and enacted
into the "Normalization Law" in Sweden in 1968. This model holds
that even though a retarded person will never be "normal", he 0
should/live in as normal an environment as possible, and follow"
as no,rmal a "rhythm of life" as_be can. He should grow and learit
and work and enjoy as muchifrivacy and freedom as possible. .
This Principle also implies that the protege should be exposec:to
experiences. both good and bad, which a!! child= 'have in cprn-mon . . satisfaction, happiness, fulfillment; rejection, loss, failure.
In other words, an effort is made to normalize the physical and
social environment of the child. , f

BecauSe the advocate is a volunteer to a person, arid noi,to an
?gene)/ or program, he is best suited to serve the huitian needs of
his protege, helping him achieve his maximum potential& an in-
dividual.

ROLES OF ADVOCATES

.1

In order to benefit his protege, an advocate's tx.)le`will vary ac-
cording to the needs of the.retarded person. For;exam.ple, a semi-
independent retarded young person Who is working7tb support
himself and,living in a group home may need,only occasional prac-
tical help in such areas as,_ the preparation Pf income tax forms or'
the upkeep of his.car. Another retarded young person may belly;
ing at home where all his physical needs are being met, but, due
to a large number Of Other children in the family, he may not be
receiving the warmth and individual companionship he,needs. In
this 'case, an(dvocate would simply function on an ,emotional
level. in different circumstances, a retarded child may have been

13,



over-protected by his 'family, and may need advocate,to pro-
vide both friendship and practical guidance in helping him relate
to the community as he grows up. .

There are several levels and combinations within the wide scope
of advocacy roles Whlth enable an advocate to be matched most
successfully with a protege whose interests are similar and whose
needs are.riot beyond the capability of the advocate to fill. Advo-
cacy roles can vary from short-term to long,-,,term or even lifelong.

They can range from informal friendship.Arrpgem'ents to more
forMal legal ties such as those found in guardialnhip. An advocate
can be involved in taking care of the practical needs or-the emo-
tional needs of a protege, or a combination of both.

While the heart of the Citizen Advocacy model is the one-to-
one relationship, advocates can also "act in other combinations.
Examples of this could include one advocate watching over two or .

more protege, possibly meeting the practical needs of one, and

The emotional needs of another; or an entire family sponsoring
one protege. Or\ a young married couple could be advocates fOr a
young retarded couple planning to marry.
. As you can see, theie, are many combinations; and this flexibility
is one of the.biggest assets of the Citizen Advo,da-cy concept for
retarded children. It is a flexible program which..can be molded.
to include many types of advocate-protegesretatiOnships as long 23
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asihe basics are left unchanged and untampered with by agencies
oi.lrunding sources which could cause a conflict of interests.

To give the reader a better understanding of the various advo-
cate roles, we will break them down into several groups most suit-
able to Citizen Advocacy and define the major functions of each
type of advOcate.

The Advocate-Compolion This form'of advocacy involves an
informal relationship which deals primarily with friendship and
filling the emotional needs of the'protege.

The Advocate-Adviser This is a slightly more complicated re-
lationship because two. 'situations may exist: 1). the advocate may
meet only the practical needs of the protege; or 2) the advocate
may fill both the practical and emotional needs of the protege. The
latter alternative is moch more corrim,oh, because it is logical that.
in helping a protege learn the practical aspects of basic living, The
advocate also becomes a 'friend to the retarded, person.' For exam-
ple, a mentally retarded young woman planning to marry ma
need a female advocate who can help, her learn the mechanics of
homemaking and the responsibilities'involved, in marriage, and
at the same time, serve asher confidavit as welt. ;

Guardian Guardianship is a formal, legal arrangement where
the advocate looks after the needs of the protege withouT taki
him into his own. family. This kind of relationship is usually
on fillingpracticarneeds, but may also entail,some emotional
volvement For example, a retarded child whose parents are pres-
ently unable to ensure that he receives proper services aid bene-
fits, or who want to provide for him after their death, .ffay want
to appoint an advocate-guardian for their.child.

Conservatorship and Trust These two roles:are primarily con-
cerned with the admipistration of a dependent person's estate and
deal more with property, rather than with the person himself. Con-
servatorship can be carried out by trust companies, banks, private
individuals, special committees, etc. While a conservatorship is
wholly a practical role, a trekst, on the other hand, can also concern
itself with the welfare of a person in general alfhough it is not
likely to equal the amou,nt of personal involvement implied by. a
guardianship arrangement. t

Totvard. the Parent Role77-At the end of the advocacy continuum
naturally fall the foger or adoptive parent relationships that some-
times develop out of the advocacy roles described above. Foster
pal:end-food, is a formal bond in which a child is taken into the

.home for a period of time. Foster parents are usually paid, for their
servicesoand they meet both the practical and emotional needs of
the child.

Adoptive parenthood is a formal., legal arrangeme,nt in which the
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parents serve the child as if he had been originally born to them.
4-le may even take on the last name of the family, and become a
real part of their lives. While Citizen Advocacy refa'tionships`do
not generally end in this kind of arrangement, there have been
several cases where the advocate and his family became so close
to the protege that they decided to take him into their family.

SPECIAL -ADVOCACY ROLES

In addition to these advocacy roles, there are several special
roles which an advocate may fill. One of the 'most significant of
these is the Youth Advocacy function. Young people can form a
vital part of the movement because their qualities of idealism, en-
ergy, end impatience with bUreaucracy make them highly effective'
advocates, and they can provide peer-group relationships that are
()hen missing from the Alves of retarded persons, When the Youth
Advocate reaches the age of legal accountability, `he may wish to
expand his role to include other facets of involvement that require

his legal classification as an adult,'such as initiating a court action
r

.
on behalf of the protege. .

The Ernergeitcy or Stand -by Advocate is one who serves on a
stand-by basis and helps only in emergency situations which may
be of major importance in the protege's life. Such a crisis may only
happen once, y'et, if the retarded person' doesn't have someone to
turn to in this emergency, the entire Course of his life may, be al-
tered. This tole is best filled by an interested and well-qualified, citizen who wants to help, but due to his or her work and family

71 sitpation, etc., is unable to become involved with a protege on a "
regular basis. -

i
.

A hypothetical siivation.of the value of such a relationship fol-
lows. a retarded young man has car trouble, and when a patrolman ,

stops to give assistance, he decides (because he is unfamiliar with
- r uninformed about mental retardation) that the man's behavior

7
is suspicious. The young man, who is frightened and flustered, is
unable to state his case clearly, so the policeman decides tootake
him down to the station. In such acritical event, a Stand-bxv61-
vocate, who can be called by police who are aware of the advo-
cacy office, could help straighten out the mistake as well as aid
the protege to understand what has happened and wh o
deal with such situations better in the future. Th advo'ca. e may
never see the protege following this event, but he will have served
as an important person in, his life: .

As we mentioned, earlier, it is not advisable for professionals to
be providing services to a client while, simultaneously acting as
,his personal, Citizen Advocate because conflicts of interest may
hinder the protege from receiving the most benefit. As private cit-
izens, professionals' can serve as regular advOcat s to proteges in
their leisure time, and they can also become 'inv Ived in the pro- 25
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gram in several pther ways as Associate AdvOcates. These Asso-
ciate Advocates can provide support for the program by serving
on Advisory Committees, helping the program gain acceptance in
the community, and being on call for advice and back-up in their
individual areas of specialization. They can also act as referral
agehts for the program, keeping their eyes open for retarded per-
sons who could benefit from Citizeki Advocacy. And they can
work within the framework of their on agencies to try to change
and improve services for the retarded clients they serve.

SUPPORT AND REINFORCEMENT FOR
.THE ADVOCATE

One of the major differences between the Citizen Advocacy ap-
proach and the traditional volunteer program is that a different
kind of supportive structure is provided by state and local offices
and their committee systems.

Local Offices \
In order to provide options and resources for advocate -rein-

forcement, and to assure continuity, it is necessary to set up Cit-
izeri Advocacy offices on the local level. These offices protect both
the protege .and the .advocate, and make The relationship as bene-
ficial to both, as possible.

There are several' major points which should be understood re-
garding these offices. First, they should be independent in location
and funding. This means that sponsorship should probably come
from Associations for Retarded Citizens; other groups for handi-
capped people, local service .dubs or other such organizations.
The office should not be directly funded by local service-delivery
agencies, howe,,er, because the problems listed previously in the

.."Protective Service Agencies- section could hinder the.offjce from
Aoing its most effective work.

It Is best to have a full-time coordinator for this local officre who
can initially ,devote the majesty of his or her time to promoting
the advocacy schema in the community and making sure of its
ongoing support and success. It is the coordinator's responsibility
to secure additional staff members if necessary, to recruit poten-
tial advocates and proteges via publicity campaigns in local media
or through Speakers' Bureaus, to screen the advocate-candidates
carefully, orient. them to the program, match them with suitable
proteges, and supervise The ongoing relationship. The coordinator

,should \brief the-advocite on resources of a legal and professional
nature which aiavailable to him. It is also the coordinator's re-
sponsibility to review the relationship periodically based on his
own perception of.thesituation and its needs.
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In the early part of the establishmeni'o1 the local office, it is im-
portant that an Advisory Committee for the loyal program be ap-
pointed from community professionals, interested laymen, and
representatives from sister organizations for the handicapped. This
committee will be fivaluable in helping the office to deal with
problem situations, and by acting as a resource body for the advo-
cates themselves.

It is also important that the coordinator plan his publicity and re-
cruitment.strategies so that groups of people not usually involved
in luch volunteer.programs can be reached. A special effort should
be made torecruit advocates. and ,pipteges from minor* and,
poverty groups.''

. State Offices
If there is the initial intention to stakt several local programs in

a state, it is most beneficial to the program to first establish a state
advocacy office. This office reinforces its local branches, through
coordination of their activities, fund-raising efforts, dissemination
of new materials and aid in publicizing-activities of local offices,
both among themselves and in their own communities, legal back-
up;---and-training-of-'coordinaters.

It is the responsibility of the state, office to Weep abreast of the
current law suits involving mentally retarded pdople both on a
state and national level, and to inform their local offices of legis-
lation affecting their operation. There should be interchange be-
tween the state offices and the national Child'Advocacy Project
coordinating office so that mutual problems and solutions can be
shared.

The state office-can also serve as a resource center for persons
- from toCal programs or other interested parties ivho want to learn

more about Citizen Advocacy for mentally retarded children. In-
structional and information materials.should be made available to

. local coordinators-and their advocates. If, initially, there are 'to be
.only one or two local pilot prograrhs in a state, it is possible to set
up the state office at a later date when the program has been gen-
erally accepted around the state and- other commitments have
beery obtained for local projects.

-- THE CURRENT THRUST TO-WARD ADy0CACY

The adyipcac-y outreach effort is well-timed to fit in with current
trenfisrkm,ard consumer representation and intensifled.45ublic in-
terest and participation irt securing chill and human rights for all
handicapped people. Two events fogused national attentiv-,ii on
the problems of these persons. The first was a, meeting in 1970 of
the Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children. during Which
members recommended that a national acIVOcacy network be es- 27
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tablished to ensure that needed programs and services are avail-
able to every child. In 1971, the need for such a system was again
stressed by participants in the White House Conference on Youth.

Recent prioritidlet forth by the federal government in terms
of legislation, funds for demonstratio; projects,.etc., also endorse
the movement toward ackocacy and a more peronalized.approach
in the education and treatment of handicappecrKrsons, including
the mentally retarded.

Other factors that have'contributed to the idea that a vi4bie ad-
vocacy system heeded include the federal emphasis on dginstitu-
tionalizationof nientally retarded persons, and the attention being
given to developing community-based services to take care of their
heeds as they adjust to community life. Intrence.to #tese two
priorities, President Richard-M. Nixon stated his November 16,

28 1971, message to the American people that a major national goal
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should be to enable one-third of the more than 200,000 re-
tarded peiSons in public institutions to return to useful livgs in
the community". Prior to that on January_ 9, 1970, he said, "The
important thing is to integrate the retarded as much as possible
into normal activities and services rather than separate them " It
can be clearly seen that Citizen Advocates can form a vital link
between the previously institutioAalized person and the commu-
nity, thus helping fulfill these goals-.

For those mentally retarded persons who remain in institutions,
there_has_ been an increasing _national concern over improving

nditions._in public residential facilities and setting up standards
Which _must be met by these institutions, ,Recognizing the need
far cooperation between agencies in this,,gndeav;or, the American
Association. on Mental Deficiency (PrAMDY, formed in 1966 the Na-
tional Planning Committee on AccreditMion.of Residential Centers
for the Retaided, made up of representatives' of AAMD, the Coun-
cil 1Qr Exceptional Children, United Cerebral Palsy, American Psy-
chiatric Association and NARC. These five organizations founded
the Accreditation Council for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded
with the purpose of improving services provided for mentally
retarded persons through a national voluntary program of accred-
itation for residential facilities. Members added since that time
include the American Academy of Pediatrics, American Nurses'
Association, American Psychological Association, and the Nation-
al Association Of Private Residential Facilities for the Mentally Re-
tarded. Accreditation of residential facilities began in early 1972,
and additional standards have been developed for non-residential
services.

Emphasis is also being.placed on equal treatment and education
of handicapped persons. At the time of a 1971 survey; approxi-
mately64% of the mentally retarded children in the United States
were not receiving the education to which they are entitled (NARC
Operatiooal Research Report, 1971). In 1971, the Pennsylvania As-
sociation for Retarded Children decided to do something about
the problem, so they filed suit, affirming that retarded children
have the same' rights-,to education that other children have; and
charging the state with the responsibility* of providing this previ-
ously denied service. Since the vast majority of all handicapped
children can live productive lives if given the proper training, these
concerned parents felt that their children's rights were being de-
nied if they were not receiving a full education. Federal courts
agreed, and the state began the process of implementing a plan to
integrate all these children into their school systems. Some will be
placed in special classroom settings while.others wilt be in regilar
classes. This class action suit set the precedent for many others,
and thus, educational fights for handicapped children are being

gained all across the country. 29
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Besides'the advantage for these children with special needs who
are now, for the first time, being given equal rights with their peers,
the "regular kids" in 10 classroom are learning as well learning
to accept and understand differences in human beings as a normal
part of daily living.

As a Citizen Advocate, you will have the opportunity to get in
on the ground floor in respect to this movement toward more ac-
tive citizen participation in such matters. You can make life better
for a retarded person in your community. Unless something is
done, mentally retarded persons will continue to be viewed as
"sub- human," and they wjll continue to have certain inherent
rights, privileges, and needed services denied to them.

The'se retarded people may never enjoy the benefits of a full
life if you remain apathetic. Indifference is an impediment to
progress, and "waiting for someone else to do it" is an outdated,
ineffective way of dealing with human problems. Without your
involvement, much potential will be wasted among handicapped
persons who could live productive lives if given the opportunities
to do so Human ecology is a challenging area of service, and the
volunteer will gain a great deal from his role as an advocate.

The interested reader is referred to three additional books con-
taining ih-depth information on advocacy, including Book II on
"Implemeotation of Citizen Advocacy Through State and Local
ARCs", Book 111 on "Effective Advocacy", and Bobk IV on "Youth
Advocacy".
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